
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Manawatu H R C at Manawatu Raceway Date: Tuesday, 25 November 2014 

Weather: Overcast 
Track: Good 

Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: S Mulcay (Chairman), L Tidmarsh, B Bateup 

Typist: V Williams 

 
 

General: 
 
 

 
 

Supplementary: 
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: COLONEL KLINK, DRAGON LADY, ARD, BRANDY, SAUCY EL, PRESIDENT OBAMA, LOFTY BROGDEN 

Protests:               Nil 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     1 G Neill (MISTRESS CASTLETON) 
[Rule 865(2)] Horse presented without notified gear Fined $100.00. 

 Race     10 D Jones (TAFADHALI) 
[Rule 865(2)] Horse presented without notified gear Fined $100.00. 

Warnings:               Nil 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     3 CHEYENNE PRINCESS - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     3 STRAWB'S REGAL ACT - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     4 DONEGAL STAR GRETCH - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     4 LOTTA BETS - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     5 LOOKATMEBOYS - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     7 KATE CATERINA - Cleared From Unruly Mobiles 

 Race     10 LOFTY BROGDEN - Cleared From Unruly Mobiles 

 Race     10 MACHINEGUN KELLY - Warned Racing Manners 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings:               Nil 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 26/11/2014 until 29/11/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
BELLE ARISING, BETTER KLIK 

  

Ineligible from 26/11/2014 until 05/12/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
LIVING BY CHANCE 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PEGASUS SPUR AT WOODLANDS STUD HANDICAP TROT 

SUCCESSIONAL began badly and settled at the rear before galloping again on the first turn and tailed the field for the 



remainder. 
IT'S BIG TIME was slow to begin. 
CHILTONS VOCATION broke near the 400 metres losing all chance. 
SUCCESS EXPRESS raced in restricted room in the early and middle stages of the run home. 
A Minor Infringement notice was issued against Trainer G Neill (MISTRESS CASTLETON) for presenting this mare without the 
notified removable deafeners with a $100 fine imposed. 
 

Race 2 WEATHERMASTER MANAWATU HANDICAP TROT 

No claims were lodged for DRAGON LADY or FOXTROT JACK. 
LATENT began badly before shifting out shortly after the start despite the efforts of Driver B Butcher severely checking 
KNAPDALE GIRL with both horses taking little serious part. 
EASY EMPRESS galloped entering the first turn losing considerable ground. 
 

Race 3 ROYDEN WILLIAMS HARNESS RACING PHOTOGRAPHY MOBILE PACE 

CHEYENNE PRINCESS broke for several strides late in the score up slightly inconveniencing MCRUBBLE before galloping again 
shortly after the start losing all chance. A warning was placed against the mobile barrier manners of CHEYENNE PRINCESS. 
LIVELY SPIRIT paced roughly near the 1600 metres when midfield on the inner. 
STRAWB'S REGAL ACT broke on the final turn after having been shifted four wide by BOURBON STREET. A warning was 
placed against the racing manners of STRAWB'S REGAL ACT. 
TRAVELLING MAN was held up early in the run home. 
WAVE SONG paced roughly under pressure late in the run home. 
 

Race 4 DAVIS TRADING MOBILE PACE 

SKIP N SARAH (unruly) was back a length at dispatch. 
DONEGAL STAR GRETCH and LOTTA BETS both broke on the first turn with LOTTA BETS losing all chance. DONEGAL STAR 
GRETCH galloped again near the 1400 metres when midfield losing considerable ground. Warnings were placed against the 
racing manners of both horses. 
MISSDEBONAIR hung in at various stages of the event. 
MISSDEBONAIR was forced down over a track marker peg just short of the winning post when ARD shifted in under pressure. 
Driver J Abernethy (ARD) was reminded of his obligations in relation to keeping his horse straight in the run home. 
 

Race 5 HIGHVIEW TOMMY AT WOODLANDS STUD FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

LOOKATMEBOYS became fractious when parading and required assistance from the Clerk of the Course in the initial stages 
of the score up. LOOKATMEBOYS was then back from the mobile at dispatch with a warning being placed on the filly's mobile 
barrier manners. 
ZENCARA (favourite) galloped on the first turn but soon settled before being taken around to lead near the1500 metres but 
was run down over the final stages into sixth place beaten 2.6 lengths. 
SANTANNA JEWEL was inconvenienced for a few strides racing down the back the first time when WESTIE CHICK raced 
erratically when corrected after initially commencing to shift out from the marker line. 
 

Race 6 ALLAN MCNEILL CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS MOBILE PACE 

KILKEEL LADY raced three wide early with a trail but was then left three wide without cover when unable to obtain the 
position outside the leader which was being held by SAMBUCA JOE. 
BLYTHCLIFFE gave ground over the final stages. When questioned regarding the performance of BLYTHCLIFFE Driver P 
Ferguson could offer no excuse for the disappointing run. 
EXTREME CARAT raced erratically early in the run home. 
 

Race 7 'YALDY' PERFORMANCE BONUS AT MANAWATU MOBILE PACE 

KATE CATERINA was removed from the unruly for future mobile starts at the Trainer's request. 
SAUCY EL was inclined to lay in entering the back straight the final time when leading. 
BUTE MACH was held up early on the final turn. 
OCCIDENTAL and INFREQUENTLY both tired over the final stages. 
 

Race 8 LIVE SPORT 828 AM MOBILE PACE 



The required veterinary clearance for RIMUTOTO PRINCE was supplied. 
DRIVING THE DRAGON raced three wide for the first 1000 metres. 
 

Race 9 SPEIGHTS ALE HOUSE MOBILE PACE 

HOT AND SAUCY was held up early on the final turn. 
BECKINSALE was held up over the final stages when unable to secure clear racing room. 
 

Race 10 SEE YOU THURSDAY NIGHT NOVEMBER 27TH MOBILE PACE 

No claims were lodged for WYATT EARP or WESTBURN COURAGE. 
A Minor Infringement notice was issued against Trainer D Jones (TAFADHALI) for presenting this gelding without the notified 
removable deafeners with a $100 fine imposed. 
OUR WICKLOW (unruly) was back from position at dispatch. 
MACHINEGUN KELLY galloped entering the first turn and tailed the field throughout. A warning was placed against this 
gelding's racing manners. 
LOFTY BROGDEN was removed from the unruly for future mobiles at the Trainer's request. 
 

 


